Introduction {#bhw340s1}
============

The pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN), located at the junction between the midbrain and pons, has been studied in a number of species and was first histologically described in humans by [@bhw340C68]. Rodent studies have shown that it is comprised of cholinergic, glutamatergic, and GABAergic cells ([@bhw340C105]). Its role in behavior is also heterogeneous---it has been implicated in locomotion in rodents ([@bhw340C23]; [@bhw340C88]) and non-human primates ([@bhw340C63]), sleep and arousal in cats ([@bhw340C61]; [@bhw340C11]) and humans ([@bhw340C22]; [@bhw340C46], [@bhw340C47]; [@bhw340C7]) and reward in rodents ([@bhw340C14]; [@bhw340C66]). Recently, its role as part of the functionally defined mesencephalic locomotor region (an area that generates walking behavior when stimulated in decerebrate animals) has become paramount because of its emergence as a stimulation target in patients with Parkinson\'s disease (PD) and gait problems ([@bhw340C73]; [@bhw340C55]; [@bhw340C77]; [@bhw340C93]; [@bhw340C64]; [@bhw340C18]; [@bhw340C60]; [@bhw340C1]). However, the efficacy of PPN deep brain stimulation (DBS) is variable, and the optimal target location is unclear ([@bhw340C92]; [@bhw340C18]). One possibility underlying variability in outcome is that different areas in the PPN and surrounding region (PPNR) are functionally coupled with and modulate different brain circuits, only some of which are dysfunctional in human gait disorders ([@bhw340C59]; [@bhw340C45]). Indeed whether the PPN itself or a neighboring region is "empirically"  the optimal surgical target region remains unclear.

The importance of functional specialization in this region, particularly along the rostro-caudal axis of the PPN, is becoming increasingly apparent in rodent studies ([@bhw340C53]; [@bhw340C101]; [@bhw340C30]). In humans, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission tomography have insufficient spatial resolution to reliably discern different areas of the PPNR ([@bhw340C8]; [@bhw340C90]). However, direct recordings of local field potentials (LFPs) from intracranial electrodes afford excellent spatial and temporal resolution, and we have demonstrated that the nature of spontaneous oscillatory synchrony picked up in the LFP is topographically organized in the PPNR ([@bhw340C97], [@bhw340C98]). In particular, we showed that local activity in the alpha frequency band is maximal in a region that lies 2--6 mm below the pontomesencephalic (PM) junction. This area may correspond to the caudal PPN, and specifically to the caudal "pars dissipata"---a diffusely bordered region containing a greater number (but lower concentration) of cholinergic neurons than the central PPN "pars compacta" ([@bhw340C52]). Importantly, alpha activity in this area correlated with gait performance, and DBS improved gait more when delivered to this area, as opposed to more rostral and caudal regions of the PPNR ([@bhw340C98]). Furthermore, rodent studies have suggested that stimulation of the posterior PPN improves gait, whilst stimulation of the anterior PPN worsens it ([@bhw340C30]).

Less is known about the functional connectivity of this subregion of the PPN. Studies that have recorded EEG simultaneously with PPNR LFP have been encouraging in so far as functional coupling can be demonstrated between the PPNR and cerebral cortex, but these studies could not associate this coupling with particular cortical and subcortical regions, due to the necessarily limited scalp recording sites in peri-operative patients and the presence of burr holes, which together preclude any spatial mapping ([@bhw340C24]; [@bhw340C15]; [@bhw340C100]; [@bhw340C98]). Additionally, these studies have not addressed the issue of how the coupling with cortical areas varies within the PPNR.

Here, we characterize how different brain areas couple to the PPNR at rest, taking advantage of recent methodological developments to simultaneously record LFP data from intracranial electrodes and magnetoencephalography (MEG) in a cohort of seven Parkinsonian patients undergoing surgery for PPN DBS. MEG allows dense sampling of brain activity even in post-surgical patients and is resistant to distortion by skull defects, so that cortical localization can be performed in spite of prominent artefacts due to ferromagnetic electrode extension wires ([@bhw340C48], [@bhw340C49]). Accordingly, we test whether PPNR coupling with distant brain areas is frequency-specific, modulated by dopamine and depends upon the position of the electrode within the PPNR. The results are important in understanding the diverse nature of the distributed brain networks involving the PPNR and how these may be organized through spatio-temporal patterning in this region.

Materials and Methods {#bhw340s2}
=====================

Participants and Surgery {#bhw340s2a}
------------------------

The study was approved by the joint ethics committee of the National Hospital of Neurology and Neurosurgery and the University College London Institute of Neurology and all patients gave their written informed consent. We use a very similar methodology to that previously developed for simultaneous MEG and intracranial recordings from the subthalamic nucleus ([@bhw340C48], [@bhw340C49]). We studied seven (five from Oxford, two from London) patients who had undergone PPN DBS electrode implantation prior to DBS therapy for PD. Six subjects had bilateral implants; although we were not able to record from one electrode in a subject due to a damaged electrode extension wire. One patient had a unilateral implant. Most patients also took part in other experiments which involved electrophysiological recordings---these results have been reported elsewhere ([@bhw340C98]). Clinical details (adapted from [@bhw340C98]) are given in Table [1](#bhw340TB1){ref-type="table"}. Note that EMG recordings performed at the time of MEG demonstrated tremor in subject 4, who was known to have tremor, and in subject 2, who was not known to have clinically significant tremor. However, in both cases, tremor was detectable for less than approximately a third of the time. Table 1Clinical details of the study participants (adapted from [@bhw340C97])Patient1234567Age (years)55556870717169PD duration (years)1425920201220UPDRS III (OFF/ON medications)35/2433/2240/2635/2237/1938/2050/23IT27-30 (OFF/ON medications)7/66/511/86/510/5na8/6Preoperative/postoperative GFQ55/3836/1549/4236/28na30/nanaFOGQ22152413na11naFallsQ4323na3naLevodopa dose equivalent (mg/day)16003001650900145012001950Supportive for UK Brain Bank criteria[^a^](#bhw340tTB1-fn3){ref-type="fn"}A,PD,A,PA,PD,A,T,PD,A,T,PD,PD,A,PPPNR electrodes recordedR onlyL+RL+RL+RR onlyL+RL+RClinically chronically used electrodesR2L01 R12L12 R12L1 R1naL23 R0L1 R1Rest trials per condition (OFF/ON medications)45/22101/53102/10299/102--/10551/--94/97Percentage of total recorded data rejected due to artefacts (%)7/76/35/33/3--/23/--9/6[^2][^3][^4]

The indications for surgery were PD with predominant levodopa-unresponsive gait impairment and/or falls due to either freezing or postural instability. Gait freezing and postural instability are common features of PD, especially as the disease progresses ([@bhw340C25]; [@bhw340C10]). However, medication-resistant gait freezing may also be due to atypical pathologies ([@bhw340C31]; [@bhw340C38]). In the absence of a definitive test in life, we stress that the diagnosis of PD in our cohort is presumptive.

Prior to surgery, the motor impairments of all patients were evaluated using part III of the Unified Parkinson\'s disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) after omitting all dopaminergic medication overnight and then following administration of 200 mg of levodopa. Patients treated in Oxford also prospectively completed the Gait and Falls Questionnaire (GFQ, score/64) which assesses Parkinsonian gait disturbance including gait freezing, festination, and falls. The Freezing of Gait Questionnaire (FOGQ, score/24) and Falls Question (FallsQ, score/4) are components of GFQ ([@bhw340C26], [@bhw340C27]). The London patients were assessed with UPDRS (part II) items assessing gait, freezing and falls (combined score/16). For all motor scales, higher scores indicate worse function.

Techniques to target and implant DBS electrodes in the PPN have been described previously ([@bhw340C76]; [@bhw340C109]; [@bhw340C20]). In this study, preoperative stereotactic imaging (stereotactic proton density weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in London, and stereotactic computerized tomography (CT) fused with T2 weighted MRI in Oxford) were used to target the PPN medial to the lemniscal system and lateral to the superior cerebellar peduncle and its decussation. The DBS electrode used was model 3389 (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN) with four platinum--iridium cylindrical contacts of diameter 1.27mm, length 1.5 mm, and centre-to-centre separation 2 mm. After implantation, electrodes were connected to an accessory kit, typically both connectors being tunneled to the left temporoparietal area and externalized through the frontal region. The percutaneous extension wires were made of stainless steel and generated artefacts in the MEG signals as previously reported ([@bhw340C48]). Although non-magnetic extension wires also exist and have been used in several studies by another group ([@bhw340C36], [@bhw340C35], [@bhw340C37]), these were not available to us for the present study due to licensing issues in the UK. No microelectrode recordings were made. To confirm correct placement, electrodes were visualized on immediate post-operative imaging with the surgical frame in situ (proton density weighted MRI in London and CT (1mm slice thickness) fused with preoperative T2 weighted MRI in Oxford). To facilitate comparison across subjects, the postoperative images were linearly transformed into Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using the fMRIB Software Library ([@bhw340C89]). The coordinates of each contact were determined (in millimetres) relative to the midline (*x*, laterality), ventrodorsal distance from floor of the fourth ventricle (*d*, anteroposterior location) and rostro-caudal distance from a PM line connecting the PM junction to the caudal end of the inferior colliculi (*h*, height), as described previously ([@bhw340C18]). Lead locations are summarized in Fig. [1](#bhw340F1){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 1.DBS electrode contact locations within the brainstem. Locations are represented in MNI space (sagittal view). PM, Pontomesencephalic line connecting the PM junction to the caudal end of the inferior colliculi. Electrodes from different subjects have different colored tips. Not all contacts are within the PPN, affording us the opportunity to divide the sampled brainstem region according to height with respect to the PM line. Note that this figure is adapted from [@bhw340C97]. Flair MRI of case 2 showing axial slices at different depths is illustrated in [Supplementary material](#sup2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} to [@bhw340C97].

Simultaneous PPNR-LFP and MEG Recordings {#bhw340s2b}
----------------------------------------

MEG recordings were performed in London with the 275 channel CTF (VSM MedTech Ltd.) or in Oxford with the 306 channel Elekta (Elekta Oy) systems. Simultaneous to the MEG recording, both right and left first dorsal interosseus electromyographic (EMG) signals, and four intracranial LFP channels were recorded per electrode. Different amplifiers were required to acquire LFP data from subjects undergoing MEG scanning in different machines. However, offline analysis (see below) was designed to make the data directly comparable. EMG and LFP recordings from the first London patient recruited were referenced to the right mastoid and acquired using the integrated EEG system. Similar data from the second London patient were acquired using a Brainamp MR system (Brain Products GmbH) and merged with the MEG data offline using a common synchronization signal (white noise) recorded on both systems ([@bhw340C72]). In Oxford, LFP signals in the PPNR were acquired in a bipolar configuration via a Digitimer D360 amplifier (Digitimer Ltd.) connected to the MEG auxiliary input channels, and high-pass filtered at 0.5 Hz. All data were sampled at 2400 Hz and stored to disk for subsequent offline analysis. MEG, LFP, and EMG data were hardware high-pass filtered at 0.03 Hz (Oxford MEG and EMG) or 1 Hz (London EMG and LFP; Oxford LFP only) and low-pass filtered at 600 Hz (all signals). London LFP recordings were converted offline to a bipolar montage between adjacent contacts (three bipolar channels per side) to limit the effects of volume conduction from distant sources (Oxford LFP recordings were already recorded in this format).

Recordings were performed between 2 and 6 days post-operatively, after omitting all dopaminergic medication overnight (OFF condition). The recording was then repeated approximately 30--60 mins after administration of 200 mg levodopa (ON condition). One subject from London only completed the ON recording and one subject from Oxford---only OFF (see Table [1](#bhw340TB1){ref-type="table"}). Each recording comprised rest blocks followed in some of the cases by task blocks. In this report we focus only on the resting data, which were collected in two blocks lasting 3 min each (although some subjects were able to complete only one block in some sessions---see Table [1](#bhw340TB1){ref-type="table"} for final trial numbers per patient per condition). During the rest block the patients were asked to keep still, relax with their eyes open and focus on a fixation cross. A neurologist was present in the magnetically shielded room during the experiment to monitor the patient\'s well-being. It is worth noting that due to the often frail nature of these patients and the short inter-operative period, we performed only one recording session, and were therefore unable to counterbalance the order of the ON and OFF conditions.

Data Conversion and Artefact Detection {#bhw340s2c}
--------------------------------------

The data were analysed using SPM12 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>, [@bhw340C50]), Fieldtrip (<http://www.ru.nl/neuroimaging/fieldtrip/>, [@bhw340C69]) and Data Analysis in Source Space (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/ext/#DAiSS>) toolboxes. The continuous resting recording was converted to SPM format. Artefacts such as flats and jumps were detected in each channel and marked in the continuous data (see [Supplementary material](#sup2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Channels where more than 80% of the data were marked as bad were not used for further analysis (but see below). This step was done prior to any further processing to avoid distortion of artefact patterns by e.g. digital filtering.

Spatiotemporal Signal Space Separation {#bhw340s2d}
--------------------------------------

Unlike the CTF system which has high dynamic range and can record the artefacts generated by DBS leads with no saturations ([@bhw340C48]), the Elekta MEG system channels did show clipping. This was more common for sensors overlying the location of the percutaneous extension wires under the skin and more severe for magnetometers due to their greater sensitivity to distant sources and environmental noise. Complete exclusion of all channels or trials containing saturations or jumps would lead to excessive data loss. We, therefore, used Spatiotemporal Signal Space Separation (tSSS, [@bhw340C95]) to clean the data of artefacts using as much valid information in the data as possible. We used Matlab implementation of tSSS provided to us under license by Elekta. This was the prototype code for the commercial implementation available in the MaxFilter software. Full details are given in [Supplementary Materials](#sup2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Further Preprocessing {#bhw340s2e}
---------------------

From this point onwards the analysis procedures will be slightly different for London (CTF) and Oxford (Elekta) data. The CTF data contained no saturations and few jumps but they could not be subjected to tSSS because this procedure is only implemented for the Elekta system. Thus, these data remained contaminated by artefacts and their analysis was based on our previously established techniques for optimal use of beamforming for artefact suppression ([@bhw340C48], [@bhw340C49]). The Elekta data were rendered artefact-free by tSSS but to subsequently combine the two sensor types and account for the fact that the channel data were rank-deficient we had to use a different approach to beamforming---SSS-BF ([@bhw340C104]).

Following artefact marking and tSSS for Elekta data or artefact marking alone for CTF data the continuous data were high-pass filtered above 1 Hz and the line noise artefacts at 50 Hz and all harmonics up to 550 Hz were removed using notch filters (fifth order zero-phase Butterworth filters with 4 Hz notch bandwith). The data were then divided into arbitrary 3.4 s trials. The choice of the trial length was for consistency with our previous study ([@bhw340C49]) where 3.4 s equalled 1024 samples. Although in the present study this was no longer the case, this trial length seemed to work well.

Following epoching, trials containing artefacts in the PPNR-LFP data were excluded from further analysis. These artefacts were detected by thresholding the absolute LFP amplitude. The threshold was typically 30 uV but could be adjusted for individual subjects based on examination of the data. Additionally, for CTF data, trials where any jumps were marked previously in the MEG data were also excluded. Final trial numbers following artefact removal are presented in Table [1](#bhw340TB1){ref-type="table"}.

Sensor-level Analysis {#bhw340s2f}
---------------------

Coherence was the principal measure of functional connectivity used in this study. It provides a frequency-domain measure of the linear phase and amplitude relationships between signals ([@bhw340C96]; [@bhw340C80]; [@bhw340C87]; [@bhw340C12]; [@bhw340C51]).

In order to check for existence of coherence between PPNR-LFP and MEG and define frequency bands for subsequent source analysis we performed statistical analysis of coherence for individual subjects and contacts at the sensor level. The procedure was identical to that previously described ([@bhw340C49]). Briefly, we computed coherence between each of the bipolar PPNR-LFP channels and MEG channels. For the Elekta data we only used magnetometers which have similar sensitivity profiles to the axial gradiometers of CTF. Note, however, that as part of tSSS the magnetometer data were re-computed based on both magnetometers and planar gradiometers of the original data. Spectral analysis for coherence computation was done using the multi-taper method ([@bhw340C99]; [@bhw340C58]). We analysed data from 1 to 45 Hz with frequency resolution of 2.5 Hz. Channel × frequency coherence spectra were converted into volumetric scalp × frequency images for statistical analysis in SPM ([@bhw340C42]; [@bhw340C50]) and saved in Neuroimaging Informatics Technology Initiative format. The images were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 10 mm × 10 mm × 2.5 Hz. For each original image 10 surrogate images were generated by randomly reshuffling the PPNR-LFP data across trials and repeating the above steps.

Two-sample *t*-test with equal variance assumption was performed between the original image and the surrogates and significant differences were detected at the level of *P* \< 0.01, one-tailed, FWE corrected at the peak level with extent threshold of 100 voxels.

Although the suprathreshold clusters produced by the statistical analysis had both spatial and frequency dimensions, we initially only used their corresponding frequency bands. These bands were pooled across all subject/contact/drug state combinations and used to generate a histogram showing how often each frequency bin was included in a significant coherence cluster. Based on this histogram (see Fig. [2](#bhw340F2){ref-type="fig"}) we defined the bands for group analysis at the source level. These data were subsequently also used to describe the variability of the nearest individual source locations to each canonical location derived from the group analysis (see [Supplementary Material and Fig. S1](#sup2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Figure 2.Individual sensor-level analysis. Sensor-level coherence maps were generated by calculating MEG sensor coherence with individual PPNR-LFP subjects and contact pairs. These maps were tested against shuffled surrogate data to identify significant clusters of sensor-level coherence. The frequency ranges of these clusters were used to generate this histogram which shows how often each frequency bin is included in significant clusters of coherence. Two peaks were identified:  (a) alpha coherent sources occurred predominantly between 8 and 12 Hz and (b) beta coherent sources occurred predominantly between 18 and 33 Hz. The boundaries of these ranges are shown on the histogram as white vertical lines. These same frequency ranges were then used to generate SPMs for group analysis.

The Beamformer Approach to Coherent Source Localization {#bhw340s2g}
-------------------------------------------------------

Cortical sources coherent with PPNR-LFP activity were located using the Dynamic Imaging of Coherent Sources (DICS) beamforming method ([@bhw340C29]). Using beamforming, coherence can be calculated between each PPNR-LFP channel and a 3-dimensional grid of points representing potential sources within the brain ([@bhw340C29]). The beamforming method is based on the linear projection of sensor data using a spatial filter computed from the lead field of the source of interest and either the data covariance (time domain) ([@bhw340C102]) or cross-spectral density matrix (frequency domain) ([@bhw340C29]). For CTF data original channel data were used as input to DICS and prior to filter computation the cross-spectral density matrix was regularized with regularization coefficient of 0.01% of the mean of the diagonal matrix elements ([@bhw340C48]). For Elekta data a different approach had to be used due to the different nature of the data which were rank-deficient (following tSSS) and divided across two sensor types. Furthermore, since these data were free of large deflections generated by metal artefacts the regularization parameter optimized for artefact-contaminated data would not be applicable for them. We, therefore, used SSS-BF approach ([@bhw340C104]). Prior to beamforming the exact same data as used for the sensor-level analysis were projected back into multipole space. For this purpose the previously computed and stored SSS projection matrix was further regularized by iteratively removing the one multipole basis vector, whose removal reduced the condition number (ratio of the largest and smallest eigenvalue) of the projection matrix the most, until the condition number was below a pre-specified threshold (80 in our case). This procedure was suggested in the SSS-BF paper ([@bhw340C104]) and we found it essential to produce sensible DICS images, although the exact value of the threshold parameter did not have a strong effect on the results. The number of the basis vectors was reduced from original 80 to between 60 and 75 depending on the dataset (mean 70).

Lead fields were computed using a single-shell head model ([@bhw340C65]) based on an inner skull mesh derived by inverse-normalizing a canonical mesh to the subject\'s individual preoperative MRI image ([@bhw340C54]). Co-registration between the MRI and MEG coordinate systems used three fiducial points: nasion, left, and right pre-auricular; see [@bhw340C48] for further details. The coherence values were computed on a 3-dimensional grid in MNI space with spacing of 5 mm bounded by the inner skull surface. Global normalization was then performed by dividing the coherence value at each grid point by the mean value computed across the whole grid ([@bhw340C49]). This potentially removes confounds related to nuisance variations in signal-to-noise ratio such as variable head distance from MEG coils and the use of different MEG systems. However, it also constrains the analysis to distinguish changes in the relative topography of coherence, rather than absolute values. The resulting normalized values were linearly interpolated to produce volumetric images with 2 mm resolution. These images were further smoothed with an 8 mm isotropic Gaussian kernel.

Localization of Frequency-specific Areas of Brain Coherence with the PPNR {#bhw340s2h}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The aim of this analysis was to determine if the topography of cortico-pedunculopontine region coherence was frequency dependent. To allow group comparison of data, coherence DICS images were generated in all patients over two fixed frequency bands determined based on the sensor-level analysis (see Results): alpha (8--12 Hz), beta (18--33 Hz). Individual whole brain DICS coherence images were created for each of the three bipolar PPNR-LFP channels per side per patient. Left PPNR DICS coherence images were reflected across the median sagittal plane to allow comparison of ipsilateral and contralateral sources to the PPNR regardless of original PPNR side.

We proceeded statistically in two steps---first we identified brain regions with significant coherence with the PPNR and secondly we identified the effect of electrode placement and dopamine on coherence at these peak brain locations.

For each frequency band, we identified brain areas coherent with the whole of the PPNR by comparing genuine DICS images with surrogate images using standard procedures to produce statistical parametric maps (SPMs). For each original DICS image, a surrogate DICS image was generated by randomly reshuffling the PPNR-LFP data across trials and repeating the above steps. For each frequency band (alpha and beta), the coherence data at each voxel of the DICS images were subjected to a fixed-effects ANOVA with image type (genuine coherence vs. surrogate coherence) as a factor of interest and dopamine (ON vs. OFF), PPNR electrode location (see below), subject and PPNR side as nuisance factors. Post hoc one way *t* contrasts of genuine---surrogate images thresholded at *P* \< 0.05 FWE and cluster size above 150 voxels were used to identify brain regions with significant coherence with the PPNR. Although, at this stage we were interested in only the genuine versus surrogate comparison, as a precaution we included other factors in the model so as not to bias the peak locations identified towards any particular electrode location or dopamine state (a potential problem with unbalanced designs).

Grouping of Bipolar Contact Height within the PPNR {#bhw340s2i}
--------------------------------------------------

We grouped the location of electrodes within the PPNR according to the following strategy. PPNR electrode location was most variable in the rostro-caudal plane which we have termed the height *h* of the contact (i.e., the distance from the PM line, [@bhw340C18]). In our cohort, the height of contact placement, varied between −12.4 and +5.0 mm relative to the PM line (see results) and so we focused on this plane only for further analysis. Given our DICS images were derived from "bipolar" PPNR-LFP recordings, we took the mean height of both electrode contacts to be the height of the recorded LFP. Previous PPNR-LFP recordings suggest that centrally placed bipolar contacts, between −2 and −6 mm relative to the PM line, exhibit greater local alpha power and that activity in this region correlates with gait speed ([@bhw340C98]). Therefore, we were particularly interested in coupling with this, potentially clinically important, subregion within the PPNR. To investigate this we grouped bipolar contacts into three categories depending on whether their height: above −2 mm, termed the upper PPNR (including the rostral PPN); −2 to −6 mm, termed the middle PPNR (including the caudal PPN); and below −6 mm termed the lower PPNR (including the region below the caudal PPN). We note that we use the term PPN and surrounding region (PPNR) simply to describe the distribution of electrode locations in our clinical cohort, and that it does not connote a particular anatomical region in of itself.

Source Data Analysis {#bhw340s2j}
--------------------

Virtual electrode time series were extracted from the individual power peaks (termed the "source") closest to the group coherence peak for each band using LCMV beamformer. The beamforming procedures were as described above for DICS except the covariance matrix rather than band-limited cross-spectral density matrix was used for filter computation. We then computed coherence between PPNR-LFP and the virtual electrode time series to confirm the existence of peaks consistent with DICS results. The resulting coherence values were then subjected to a mixed-effects ANOVA with subject as a random factor, and dopamine (ON vs. OFF) and electrode height (above −2 mm, between −2 and −6 mm, below −6 mm) as fixed factors. Each frequency band (alpha and beta) was modeled individually and main effects and the interactions were tested using SPSS (Version 22, IBM Corp) with a threshold of *P* \< 0.05. Post hoc *t-*tests were used to investigate significant effects and were thresholded at *P* \< 0.05 equivalent using a Bonferroni correction (SPSS determines this by multiplying the uncorrected *P-*value by the number of contrasts, rather than dividing the alpha by the number of contrasts).

We also addressed the question whether there was a delay between PPNR-LFP and virtual electrode activity indicative of an effect of true neuronal connectivity rather than volume conduction of electrical signals. For this purpose we computed the imaginary part of the coherency ([@bhw340C65]).

Results {#bhw340s3}
=======

Intracranial Electrode Recordings Correspond to Activity of the PPN and Neighboring Regions {#bhw340s3a}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Electrode positions are summarized in Fig. [1](#bhw340F1){ref-type="fig"}. The mean ± standard deviation (std) distance from the PM line (*h*, height) was −4.7 ± 4.5 mm, the mean anteroposterior distance (*d*) was 6.3 ± 2.2 mm and the mean laterality (*x*) was −6.2 ± 1.5 mm on the left side and 8.9 ± 2.5 mm on the right side. The greatest anatomical variation in contact location (i.e., the greatest std) was, therefore, along the rostrocaudal (*h*) axis. This variability along the rostrocaudal axis means that many electrode contacts lay outside the assumed boundaries of the PPN, affording us the opportunity to examine the distribution of subcortico-cortical coherence with respect to this broad area, which presumably includes surrounding structures and which we have termed the PPN and surrounding region (PPNR). We thus divided this region covered by electrode contacts into three subregions and considered the nature of subcortico-cortical coherence with respect to these. The three subregions were the 1) upper PPNR (e.g., structures near to and including the rostral PPN); 2) middle PPNR (e.g., structures near to and including the caudal PPN) and 3) lower PPNR (e.g., structures caudal to the PPN proper).

Still the above detail would only be useful if LFPs were focal, allowing discrimination between subregions. Both alpha and beta band power were relatively focal. Alpha power dropped to 46.3 ± 6.7 (SEM)% from the contact with peak alpha power to the mean of the remaining contacts on each electrode. Beta power similarly dropped to 48.3 ± 6.4%.

Networks Involving the PPNR Are Frequency Specific {#bhw340s3b}
--------------------------------------------------

In order to check for existence of coherence between PPNR-LFP and MEG and define frequency bands for subsequent source analysis we performed statistical analysis of coherence for individual subjects and contacts at the sensor level. Coherence between the MEG sensors and PPNR-LFP was calculated and the resulting coherence images (2-dimensional scalp × frequency images) were compared with 10 surrogate images using a *t-*test thresholded at *P* \< 0.01 FWE using SPM software. The frequency ranges of significant clusters of coherence were pooled across subject/contact/drug state, and a histogram was generated that showed how often each frequency bin was included in a significant coherence cluster. The results are presented in Fig. [2](#bhw340F2){ref-type="fig"}. Inspection of the data suggests that coherence is focused in two main frequency bands---the alpha band at 8--12 Hz and the beta band at 18--33 Hz. These two frequency ranges were taken forward into the subsequent analysis. We did not include theta coherence because this range may be heavily contaminated with ferromagnetic artefact from DBS extension wires.

Brain Areas Showing Frequency-specific Coherence with the PPNR {#bhw340s3c}
--------------------------------------------------------------

After determining the "frequency ranges" of significant coherence between the PPNR and the rest of the brain, we proceeded to localize the brain *areas* involved. We used the standardized frequency ranges from the previous step (alpha \[8--12 Hz\] and beta \[18--33 Hz\]) to generate DICS images of whole brain---PPNR coherence for each contact and frequency band. These were compared with surrogate DICS images within an ANOVA framework (one per frequency band) using standard SPM methods thresholded at *P* \< 0.05 FWE (see Fig. [3](#bhw340F3){ref-type="fig"}). Alpha coherence with the PPNR was greater than surrogate coherence in the subgenual cingulate (labeled Region of Interest 1 \[ROI 1\]), the posterior midcingulate (ROI 2) and the posterior brainstem mostly in the dorsal pons (ROI 3) (see Fig. [3](#bhw340F3){ref-type="fig"} and Table [2](#bhw340TB2){ref-type="table"}). Beta coherence with the PPNR was significantly greater than surrogate coherence in the medial frontal wall in an area that overlapped with the posterior midcingulate, the supplementary motor area (SMA) and the leg area of the primary motor cortex (ROI 4) (see Fig. [3](#bhw340F3){ref-type="fig"} and Table [2](#bhw340TB2){ref-type="table"}). Statistical data for the peak voxel in each ROI are presented in Table [2](#bhw340TB2){ref-type="table"}. Figure 3.Brain regions with significant coherence with the PPNR. Frequency-specific whole brain images of coherence with the PPNR (DICS images) were entered into an ANOVA with surrogate shuffled data. Note that all images from left-sided PPNR-LFP data have been reflected across the median sagittal plane to allow inference regarding ipsilateral versus contralateral areas of coherence. The resulting thresholded SPMs are displayed above, overlayed onto corresponding orthogonal sections through an averaged T1 weighted MRI in MNI space. Each significant cluster has been labeled with a corresponding number, which corresponds to the ROI label. Top row (blue): alpha coherence with the PPNR was greater than surrogate coherence in the subgenual cingulate (ROI 1), the posterior midcingulate (ROI 2) and the posterior brainstem (ROI 3). Bottom row (yellow): Beta coherence with the PPNR was significantly greater than surrogate coherence in the medial frontal wall in an area that overlapped with the posterior midcingulate, the SMA and the leg area of the primary motor cortex (ROI 4). Corresponding peak location statistical data are presented in Table [2](#bhw340TB2){ref-type="table"}. The color bar represents the *t* statistic for alpha (blue) and beta (yellow) coherence. Images are thresholded to *P* \< 0.05 (FWE corrected). Table 2Peak voxel co-ordinates and statistics from the SPM analysisFrequencyLabelLocationPeak co-ordinatesStatistic*P-*valueAlphaROI 1Subgenual cingulate0, 10, 2*t*(1,103) = 5.51\<0.001ROI 2Posterior midcingulate2, −6, 24*t*(1,103) = 5.030.005ROI 3Brainstem (maximal in dorsal pons)6, −40, −36*t*(1,103) = 5.310.002BetaROI 4Motor strip and neighbouring areas0, −20, 44*t*(1,103) = 6.47\<0.001[^5]

Coherence is Topographically Modulated within the PPNR {#bhw340s3d}
------------------------------------------------------

The peak locations of alpha and beta coherence were taken forward for further analysis. Source activity was extracted at these four locations in all subjects using LCMV beamforming. Coherence and imaginary coherence was calculated between the source activity and the PPNR-LFP. The mean coherence across the frequency range of interest (8--12 Hz for alpha ROIs 1--3 and 18--33 Hz for beta ROI 4) was then calculated and the resulting coherence values were subjected to a mixed-effects ANOVA (individually for each ROI), with subject as a random factor and dopamine (ON vs. OFF) and electrode height (above −2 mm, between −2 and −6 mm, below −6 mm) as fixed factors. Results are presented individually for each ROI below (see also Figs [4](#bhw340F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#bhw340F5){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 4.Alpha coherence varies within the PPNR. Source activity was extracted from the peak voxel of alpha coherence, taken from ROI 1 (subgenual cingulate), ROI 2 (posterior midcingulate) and ROI 3 (brainstem, maximal in dorsal pons). For each ROI, mean alpha coherence was then calculated and the resulting values were subjected to a mixed-effects ANOVA, with subject as a random factor, and dopamine (ON vs. OFF) and electrode height as factors of interest. Electrode height within the PPNR was split into three groups (above −2 mm termed the upper PPNR (including the rostral PPN); −2 to −6 mm termed the middle PPNR (including the caudal PPN); and below −6 mm termed the lower PPNR (including the region below the caudal PPN). The main effect of height was significant for PPNR coherence with ROIs 2 (*A* Top) and 3 (*A* Bottom) but not for ROI 1 (data not shown). *A* Top: post hoc *t-*tests showed that coherence with ROI 2 was higher in the middle PPNR (between −2 mm and −6 mm) than the upper part above −2 mm (*P* = 0.012) and *A* Bottom: coherence with ROI 3 was higher in the lower PPNR (below −6 mm) than the upper PPNR above −2 mm (*P* = 0.008). Error bars represent SEM. The coherence spectra at each height are shown in *B*. Data are shown as mean (heavy line) and SEM (lighter shaded area). Absolute coherence is shown in black and is maximal in the middle PPNR with ROI 2 and the lower PPNR with ROI 3. To investigate whether coherence represents spurious volume conduction, we also calculated imaginary coherence spectra which are shown in green. Imaginary coherence is maximal in the same regions as absolute coherence suggesting that these are not spurious findings. Note that peak coherence shown in *B* is slightly higher than mean coherence across the alpha band shown in *A*. Figure 5.Beta coherence varies within the PPNR. Source activity was extracted from the peak voxel of beta coherence (ROI 4, medial motor strip and neighboring areas), taken from the previous SPM analysis in the medial cingulate. Mean beta coherence was then calculated and the resulting values were subjected to a mixed-effects ANOVA, with subject as a random factor and dopamine (ON vs. OFF) and electrode height as factors of interest. Electrode height within the PPNR was split into three groups as described in the legend to Fig. [4](#bhw340F4){ref-type="fig"}. Mean beta coherence as a function of electrode height is shown in *A*. The main effect of height was significant and post hoc *t-*tests showed that coherence was higher in the middle PPNR (between −2 and −6 mm) than the upper part (*P* = 0.015). The coherence spectra at each height are shown in *B*. Data are shown as mean (heavy line) and SEM (lighter shaded area). Absolute coherence is shown in black and in the beta frequency range this is maximal in the middle PPNR. To investigate whether coherence represents spurious volume conduction, we also calculated imaginary coherence spectra which are shown in green. Again, imaginary beta band coherence is maximal in the middle PPNR, suggesting that this is not a spurious finding. Note that the peak beta coherence shown in *B* is slightly higher than mean coherence across the beta band shown in *A*.

*ROI 1 (subgenual cingulate; alpha band)*: there was no significant main effect of electrode height (*F*(2,57) = 1.56, *P* = 0.219) or dopamine (*F*(1,57) = 0.818, *P* = 0.369) and no significant interaction effect (*F*(2,57) = 1.04, *P* = 0.359) on PPNR coherence with ROI 1.

*ROI 2 (posterior midcingulate; alpha band)*: there was a significant main effect of electrode height (*F*(2,57) = 5.06, *P* = 0.010), but no significant effect of dopamine (*F*(1,57) = 2.23, *P* = 0.141) and no significant interaction effect (*F*(2,57) = 0.29, *P* = 0.747) on PPNR coherence with ROI 2. Post hoc *t*-tests revealed a higher alpha band coherence between −2 and −6 mm height than above −2 mm (*P* = 0.012 after Bonferroni correction) (see Fig. [4](#bhw340F4){ref-type="fig"}).

*ROI 3 (brainstem, mostly dorsal pons; alpha band)*: there was a significant main effect of electrode height (*F*(2,57) = 4.98, *P* = 0.010), but no significant effect of dopamine (*F*(1,57) = 1.58, *P* = 0.214) and no significant interaction effect (*F*(2,57) = 0.05, *P* = 0.950) on PPNR coherence with ROI 3. Post hoc *t*-tests revealed a higher alpha band coherence below −6 mm height than above −2 mm (*P* = 0.008 after Bonferroni correction) (see Fig. [4](#bhw340F4){ref-type="fig"}).

*ROI 4 (medial motor strip and neighbouring areas; beta band)*: there was a significant main effect of electrode height (*F*(2,57) = 4.93, *P* = 0.011), but no significant effect of dopamine (*F*(1,57) = 0.82, *P* = 0.369) and no significant interaction effect (*F*(2,57) = 0.256, *P* = 0.775) on PPNR coherence with ROI 4. Post hoc *t*-tests revealed a higher beta band coherence between −2 and −6 mm height than above −2 mm (*P* = 0.015 after Bonferroni correction) (see Fig. [5](#bhw340F5){ref-type="fig"}).

Therefore, the main finding was that electrode height within the PPNR significantly affected coherence with ROIs 2 and 3 in the alpha frequency range and ROI 4 in the beta frequency range. We, therefore, present the mean coherence (Figs [4](#bhw340F4){ref-type="fig"}*A* and [5](#bhw340F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*) and the mean coherence spectra (Figs [4](#bhw340F4){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [5](#bhw340F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*, black lines) at each electrode height division in ROIs where height effects were significant (ROIs 2--4, ROI 1 not shown). Finally, to demonstrate that coherence with the ROIs was not due to spurious volume conduction, we calculated imaginary coherence (Figs [4](#bhw340F4){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [5](#bhw340F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*, black lines). Imaginary coherence implies a delay in information transfer between the two signals and as such it cannot be due to confounding factors such as volume conduction. Further post hoc statistical testing of imaginary coherence would be difficult to perform in an unbiased way (we have already detected significant coherence in this area) given our low number of subjects. However, visual inspection of the imaginary coherence spectra suggests that there is substantial imaginary coherence specific to the height and frequency range where significant effects on coherence have been detected. Specifically, imaginary alpha (but not beta) coherence with ROIs 2 and 3 is maximal below −2 mm, whilst imaginary beta (but not alpha) coherence with ROI 4 is maximal below −2 mm (Figs [4](#bhw340F4){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [5](#bhw340F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*, green lines). This supports our findings, further suggesting that they are due to genuine connectivity, rather than volume conduction.

It is difficult to estimate the individual variability of source location and frequency in this small and heterogeneous cohort, however by finding the closest individual DICS peaks to each ROI described above, we were still able to broadly demonstrate the division of dorsal beta areas with more anterior alpha areas (see [Supplementary Fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Discussion {#bhw340s4}
==========

We have shown that in PD patients at rest, the PPNR is functionally coupled with distinct brain regions. Coupling occurred in the alpha (8--12 Hz) and beta (18--33 Hz) bands, forming two spatially and spectrally distinct resting networks (RNs). We note that this should not be confused with classical fMRI-based resting-state networks, which are detected in a similar behavioral state (awake but resting) but which rely on much slower fluctuations (usually \<0.1 Hz) in blood oxygenation that are assumed to be a downstream consequence of neuronal activity ([@bhw340C79]; [@bhw340C21]). The alpha band RN has three major hubs: the subgenual cingulate (also termed sub-callosal cingulate), the posterior midcingulate, and the brainstem (predominantly dorsal pons). The beta band RN has one dominant hub in the SMA/posterior midcingulate, placed more posteriorly within the cingulum than the nearby alpha hub. This broad distinction into two networks points to the functional position of the PPN at the junction between motor cortical planning areas and areas implicated in arousal. The extent of functional coupling with the PPNR was remarkable, given the evidence of partial loss of cholinergic neurons in the PPN pars compacta, in PD ([@bhw340C39]; [@bhw340C52]).

Before discussing the possible implications of these findings, we should outline some of the important limitations of this study. Firstly, we studied a relatively small number of relatively heterogeneous subjects. However, given the scarcity of human PPNR functional connectivity data and the high fidelity of direct human brainstem electrode recordings (as opposed to other functional techniques such as fMRI), we believe these results are still valuable. Secondly, these data are susceptible to confounds related to the use of different MEG systems and amplifiers, and due to ferromagnetic artefact from DBS electrodes. However, by using techniques such as spatial filtering (beamforming), signal space separation and spatial normalization, we were able to obtain comparable coherence estimates between subjects and conditions ([@bhw340C48]). Similar techniques have been previously used by us to explore the functional connectivity of the subthalamic nucleus with findings that are consistent with those of other studies using the same or variations of this approach ([@bhw340C36], [@bhw340C49]; [@bhw340C70], [@bhw340C71]). Finally, the intracranial electrode locations were heterogeneous and inevitably some of the intracranial electrodes contacts were outside the presumed PPN, lying in nearby structures. Therefore, we have initially reported connectivity with all contacts (including those in the PPN and surrounding structures), before leveraging the variation in electrode location to contrast connectivity between different rostro-caudal subregions.

Spatial Topography of the Alpha and Beta PPNR Networks {#bhw340s4a}
------------------------------------------------------

Our study identified patterns of frequency-dependent functional connectivity and although in this study, we cannot distinguish whether the underlying anatomical connections are monosynaptic or polysynaptic, it is still interesting to frame our functional connectivity data within the currently understood neuroanatomical connectivity of the PPN and its surrounding structures.

The alpha frequency RN identified here is centred around the cingulate and dorsal pons. The most anterior region (ROI1, Fig. [3](#bhw340F3){ref-type="fig"}) overlaps with the subgenual cingulate which has been shown to modulate mood (specifically negative valance emotions such as sadness) and autonomic arousal ([@bhw340C103]; [@bhw340C81]) and interestingly this region is itself an experimental target for DBS for depression ([@bhw340C81]). This region is not known to directly synapse with the PPN and so we should entertain several possible interpretations. Firstly, the result may be a false positive finding. Alternatively, it could be genuine and represent connectivity with neighboring nuclei to the PPN such as the parabrachial nucleus, which the subgenual cingulate is known to project to ([@bhw340C103]). Alternatively, the functional connectivity we have detected in the alpha band may be via an intermediate invisible node, such as the central nucleus of the amygdala, which has connections to both the subgenual cingulate and a number of brainstem nuclei including the PPN itself, as well as the nearby lateral dorsal tegmental nucleus ([@bhw340C17]; [@bhw340C85]; [@bhw340C103]). It is interesting to speculate a link between the PPNR and the cortical--subcortical network linked to fear and arousal, as this pathway has been implicated in behavioral freezing in the context of fear ([@bhw340C40]), which shares some similarities to the pathological freezing of gait in our PD cohort.

The second alpha node was located in the posterior midcingulate (ROI 2, Fig. [3](#bhw340F3){ref-type="fig"}), also termed the "motor" region of the cingulate. This region has been linked to integrating sensorimotor feedback during movement ([@bhw340C103]). A number of locations within the medial frontal wall (including the cingulate) are known to project to the PPNR, in particular to the pars dissipata of the PPN itself ([@bhw340C86]; [@bhw340C2]). This is consistent with our results, which show that alpha coherence with the cingulate was greater in the middle PPNR (between −2 and −6 mm height relative to the PM line, that is, the level of the pars dissipata of the PPN) rather than the upper PPNR.

The final node of the alpha network was located within the posterior brainstem and maximal in the dorsal pons (ROI 3, Fig. [3](#bhw340F3){ref-type="fig"}). The exact location remains unclear given that the resolution of MEG in the brainstem/cerebellum is poor. However, MEG has been shown to be sensitive to brainstem activity such as auditory brainstem responses ([@bhw340C75]), and indeed, brainstem alpha coherence has also been seen with the subthalamic nucleus (STN) region in patients with PD ([@bhw340C49]), and with EMG in patients with tremor ([@bhw340C83]). The potential location identified by our analysis overlaps with the location of the PPN itself raising the possibility that it may in fact represent the MEG picking-up signal from the PPN. However, this is unlikely to account for all of the activity detected because imaginary coherence between this region and the PPNR electrodes was consistently present, suggesting that the detected alpha-coupled region may be another brainstem nucleus or even the cerebellar vermis. Consistent with this, we found that coherence was maximal with the lower PPNR (as compared to the upper PPNR), which is outside the presumed PPN proper.

The beta frequency RN was dominated by a single node in the medial frontal wall that overlaps with the supplementary area (SMA), the leg area of the primary motor cortex and the posterior midcingulate. These areas are critical to the planning and execution of movement, and are particularly suited to potentially modulate gait. Parts of the motor cortex and medial frontal wall directly project to the pars dissipata of the PPN ([@bhw340C86]; [@bhw340C62]).

The extensive patterns of cortical coupling with the PPNR described above are in keeping with this region\'s rich direct and indirect, polysynaptic connectivity ([@bhw340C86]; [@bhw340C34]; [@bhw340C73]; [@bhw340C56]; [@bhw340C6]; [@bhw340C84]; [@bhw340C1]; [@bhw340C53]), but they do not represent a complete picture of it. Rodent studies increasingly favor a rostral-caudal gradient of connectivity along the PPN ([@bhw340C53]; [@bhw340C101]; [@bhw340C30]), and if we assume a similar gradient in humans, then the cortical nodes identified in this functional connectivity analysis are primarily known to synapse onto the *caudal* PPN. In particular, *rostral* PPN afferents from the basal ganglia (via the Substantia Nigra Pars Reticulata and Globus Pallidus Interna) and rostral PPN efferents to the whole substantia nigra complex and hypothalamus are conspicuous in their absence. This may be explained by a number of potential technical reasons---MEG sensors are more sensitive to surface structures (nearer to the sensors) and to layered structures such as cortex rather than nuclei (summed postsynaptic potentials are stronger if cell dendrites are better aligned). However, cortical areas known to input into the caudal PPN such as the motor cortex and mid-cingulate *are* described in our analysis. It is unclear what structure the most caudal - alpha node represents but it is interesting to note the known PPN connections it could represent, such as those with the cerebellum, dorsal raphe, and colliculi are all suggested to synapse with the entire PPN axis or the caudal region preferentially. Therefore it seems that, using the current MEG-based methodology, the most easily detectable sources coupled to the PPN, preferentially couple to the caudal PPN. One exception is the STN, which is poorly detected by MEG given it is such a small deep nucleus. The previous work of our group and others ([@bhw340C36]; [@bhw340C49]) combining MEG with STN recordings showed no evidence of direct pickup of STN signal by MEG. It is, therefore, not surprising that STN does not appear in the results of the current analysis and these results do not rule out the existence of coherence between PPNR and the STN that could be detected by simultaneous LFP recording from the two structures.

Comparison to Cortico-subthalamic Networks {#bhw340s4b}
------------------------------------------

It is interesting to note that the cortical and subcortical topographies of the RNs characterized by activities in the alpha and beta bands share some similarity with those with similar spectral organization demonstrated to be coupled with the STN in PD patients ([@bhw340C36]; [@bhw340C49]), underscoring the functional interdependency of the PPNR and STN. Peak beta coherence is seen between the medial motor strip and neighboring areas and both the PPNR and STN---and in both regions the peak frequency is around 30 Hz \[Fig. [5](#bhw340F5){ref-type="fig"} and see ([@bhw340C49])\]. Additionally strong alpha coherence with a brainstem region is seen with both the STN and PPNR. However, it is important to acknowledge that although some features of the pattern of distributed connectivity may be broadly similar between these two subcortical hubs there are also some differences. Specifically, no coherence between the PPNR and temporoparietal region was demonstrated in contrast to the STN coupling with this area ([@bhw340C36]; [@bhw340C49]), and no alpha coherence was detected between the subgenual cingulate and the STN in contrast to the present data. In addition, beta coherence with the STN extended more anteriorly and laterally than did beta coherence with the PPNR, involving the pre-SMA and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.

Possible Function of the Alpha and Beta Networks {#bhw340s4c}
------------------------------------------------

The medial frontal regions coupled with the PPNR at rest have been shown to be modulated by gait or differ in activity between PD patients with and without freezing of gait---the major symptom in our cohort (reviewed in [@bhw340C9]). For example, PD patients show altered gait-related perfusion in the SMA and cingulate cortex ([@bhw340C32]; [@bhw340C67]). It is interesting to note that we have identified a corresponding set of functional connections between these areas and a key locomotor region, the PPNR, suggesting that the PPNR may act as a hub through which these cortical effects are co-ordinated. Indeed, low frequency stimulation of the PPNR alters resting cortical glucose metabolism and cerebral blood flow in a large network of areas that include the cingulate, prefrontal areas, temporal lobe, thalamus, and cerebellum ([@bhw340C8]; [@bhw340C13]).

What specialized functions might the RNs possibly mediate? The alpha frequency band has often been associated with attention and the allocation of processing resources ([@bhw340C74]), and we have previously speculated that the alpha band RN with the STN may subserve attentional functions in patients with PD ([@bhw340C49]). The latter may be particularly critical in the present patient group which was preselected for the prominence of gait difficulties, particularly freezing. A relationship between attentional control and gait performance is increasingly recognized ([@bhw340C107]). Gait speed reduces in healthy subjects, elderly fallers and in PD during the performance of a second, unrelated task ("dual tasking") ([@bhw340C33]; [@bhw340C91]; [@bhw340C43]). Dual tasking and other processes that divert attention away from walking can all also precipitate gait freezing ([@bhw340C91]). In PD, attentional deficits are increased in patients that fall ([@bhw340C3]) and freeze during gait ([@bhw340C4]; [@bhw340C108]).

The PPN is considered a component of the "reticular activating system" and may modulate states of arousal and attention ([@bhw340C106]). In line with such a role, PPN stimulation in patients with PD may increase rapid eye movement sleep ([@bhw340C82]; [@bhw340C47]) and diurnal vigilance ([@bhw340C18]), and PPNR-cortical EEG coherence has been reported in the alpha band during wakefulness ([@bhw340C5]). We suggest that the PPNR may be another subcortical relay in attentional networks characterized by oscillatory activity in the alpha frequency band ([@bhw340C49]; [@bhw340C98]). Given the functional and anatomical heterogeneity of the PPNR, and the spread of electrodes within it, one may have expected a large variation in coupling due to electrode position within the PPNR. Indeed the middle PPNR (including the caudal PPN), between −2 and −6 mm relative to the PM line, may be particularly important in supporting a possible role in gait control through attentional modulation. Local oscillatory synchrony in the alpha band was maximal here and has been shown to correlate with gait performance ([@bhw340C98]) but also visual cue presentation and gait imagination ([@bhw340C44]) suggesting it is correlated with attentional control rather than motor performance. Consistent with the special importance of this middle section of the PPNR, this region showed the greatest coherence with the midcingulate in both alpha and beta frequency bands (Figs [4](#bhw340F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#bhw340F5){ref-type="fig"}). We have previously argued that this middle section of the PPNR includes the caudal part of the "pars dissipata" of the PPN ([@bhw340C98]). The pars dissipata of the PPN, as defined by immunohistochemical labeling of choline-acetyltransferase in humans, extends both rostrally and caudally from the central pars compacta, ([@bhw340C57]; [@bhw340C52]), and has been implicated in gait and its dysfunction ([@bhw340C41]). It should, however, be acknowledged that the pars dissipata of the PPN has indistinct boundaries, and of note, just medial to its caudal boundary is the laterodorsal tegmental nucleus which is also rich in cholinergic neurons ([@bhw340C52]). In addition, unlike alpha LFP activity, neuronal firing in the PPN associated with imagined gait is more diffuse ([@bhw340C94]).

Still, it must be stressed that the association of the PPNR alpha band RN with attentional function remains speculative and requires future corroboration. Nor does it discount the possibility that the beta band RN may also play a role in attention, possibly through its functional connectivity with the medial cingulate. Thus, it has been suggested that the medial frontal cortex is involved in compensation for low-arousal states where attention is still necessary, such as in monotonous vigilance tasks like walking ([@bhw340C78]; [@bhw340C16]; [@bhw340C28]; [@bhw340C19]). This compensation has been linked to enhanced frontal power in the beta frequency band ([@bhw340C19])---precisely the frequency of dominant connectivity between midline frontal regions and the PPNR. Of course task-related modulation of activity in the beta RN, with its extensive connectivity to motor areas, may also contribute to more explicitly motor aspects of gait. Consistent with this, both beta band LFP power in the PPNR, and beta coherence between the medial frontal cortex and the PPNR are reactive to movement in patients with PD ([@bhw340C100]; [@bhw340C44]).

Conclusions {#bhw340s5}
===========

Our results support the notion of two principal RNs involving the PPNR, which may be distinguished in terms of their spectral tuning and their wider connectivity. This represents an initial step in determining the different functional associations of these circuits which, here are characterized only at rest. Future work may help to validate the behavioral function of these networks, in particular, whether the contrasting alpha- and beta-tuned RNs may reflect arousal/attentional and motor planning networks, respectively, and whether they are modulated during walking or imagined gait. Eventually, it may be possible to differentially modulate these systems through stimulation, by harnessing their different resonance properties and any fine scale differences in their organization within the PPNR.
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[^1]: Both authors contributed equally.

[^2]: GFQ, Gait and Falls Questionnaire (score/64); FOGQ, Freezing of Gait Questionnaire (score/24); Falls Q, Falls Questionnaire (score/4); NA, not assessed. For all motor scales, higher scores indicate worse function. Key to UK Brain bank criteria; D, dyskinesias; A, asymmetry persistent; T, tremor at rest; P, progressive disease course.

[^3]: All patients had bradykinesia. All patients were operated in Oxford except patients 5 and 7, who were operated in London. All patients were male. All subjects had bilateral PPNR implants except subject 5, who had a unilateral right PPNR implant. We were only able to record from the right PPNR in subject 1 due to a damaged electrode extension wire. Rostro-caudal stimulation location and clinical outcome data for all but two of these subjects has been reported previously, with cases 1--5 corresponding to cases 1 and 3--6 in [@bhw340C97]. Outcome was assessed by a drop in GFQ postoperatively. Outcome in patient 5 was assessed with UPDRS II items scoring freezing, falls and gait with the combined score being 5/16 preoperatively and 4/16 postoperatively (ON medication). UPDRS III = part III (motor) of the Unified Parkinson\'s disease rating scale (score/108). IT27-30 = items 27--30 UPDRS III assessing gait, posture, and balance (score/16). The electrode contacts that were used clinically are also presented in the format of electrode side, followed by contact number(s), Contacts are numbered according to the convention "0" for the most caudal contact, followed by "1", "2" and then "3" in rostrally ascending order. For example, "R01" refers to bipolar stimulation of the deepest and second deepest contact on the right, whilst "L3" refers to monopolar stimulation of the most rostral contact on the left. All participants perceived enough symptomatic benefit to continue stimulation except subject 4 where stimulation was discontinued. We also include the number of rest trials per condition and the percentage of data removed per session due to artefact.

[^4]: ^a^Additional to disease duration and levodopa response as documented elsewhere in the table.

[^5]: SPMs were generated showing brain voxels where coherence was greater than surrogate shuffled data. Separate SPMs were generated for alpha and beta frequency coherence. The analysis was thresholded at *P* \< 0.05 FWE and peak voxels in the four surviving clusters (labeled as ROIs) are shown above. ROIs 1--3 show significant alpha coherence, whereas ROI4 shows significant beta coherence with the PPNR.
